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At this part-of the dance in the" past was a pause when—as I said before,
as the warriors got up, told their, experiences of their campaigns. But
i

today, theirt story, is not a war story. It's a story that fit in the occas*
.
*
ion here today. The occasion, is the future concern of this dance. So this
fact we been waiting for. Thank you.
Mrs. Scott Tonemah: Ladies and Gentlemen:^ I want to say a few words to
> you all (background.noise). I don't have any war story to tell you all.
I want to present this'blanket to the program committee so they can raffle
it off for the Veteran's Dance. And also I have another blanket that I'd
like to give to Max Thomas because he has been helping us Caddoe's which I
appreciate very much. And many times I cannot" be here to help them like I ~
would like to do. So that's all I have to say. /
(Some irrelevant conversation and background noise)
(Dance starts--about 200 feet of tape)
COSTUME JUDGING

'

All of you in costume, stick around.

•

. • •

Don't run off! The designer of this

that you can see, got almost complete Caddo costumes tha£. used to be long
time ago. Ain't nobody gonna have perfect costume so why don't all of^you
get in. All of you in costume! Come on Pat. Everybody 1 Everybody!

You

little kids. All you kids. Anybody in.costume, welcome to join in.

Hurry!

Hurry! From the youngest to the oldest.. From the smallest to the biggest.
Come on! Some of these didn't have a full costume because they can't do it.
A lot of these old" type costumes we cannot redeem, but we are going as far
as we can and then they will be judged of .course. There is no such thing
as a perfect costume because there, might be something lacking.
(Unidentified woman in background calling names of winners.)
• End of tape.

/
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